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the immunogenicity of hpv vaccines was estimated as the vaccine-related geometric mean titer (gmt) at one month post-vaccination. local reactions were defined as the solicited injection-site reactions (e.g., erythema, swelling, tenderness, and pain) for hpv-vaccinated groups and influenza-vaccinated groups at
any post-vaccination time point. systemic reactions were defined as solicited symptoms that develop after the onset of local reactions, which were rated as grades 3 and 4. the pooled serious adverse event rate was defined as the proportion of subjects who experienced one of the top-grade aes among all subjects

who received the vaccine. the pooled death rate was defined as the proportion of subjects who died among all subjects who received the vaccine. methylation of mrna n7 position is one of the best-studied post-transcriptional modifications [ 28, 29, 30, 31, 32 ]. it can be acquired by various readers (e.g., yth domain-
containing proteins, hnrnps) through yth domain in mrna and changes the secondary structure of mrna, inhibits the interaction of rna binding proteins, or prevents the recruitment of rna processing proteins [ 33 ]. methylation of n7 position of m6a can be regarded as a signal for cytoplasmic localization of mrna [ 34
]. this process can alter mrna stability via several pathways, including sequestering of mirnas and inhibition of the translation elongation step. in addition, m6a formation on cytoplasmic mrna is positively correlated with mrna and protein abundances [ 30, 31, 32, 35 ]. it is worth noting that methylated mrna may be

more prone to degradation by exonucleases, thus leading to decreased mrna availability.
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